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Abstract 

With the advent of social media, the last decade has seen profound changes to the way people receive infor-

mation. This has fueled debate about the ways (if any) changes to the nature of our information networks might 

be affecting voters’ beliefs about the world, voting results, and, ultimately, democracy. At the same time, much 

discussion in the public arena in recent years has concerned the notion that ill-informed voters have been voting 

against their own self-interest. The research reported here brings these two strands together: simulations involv-

ing agent-based models, interpreted through the formal framework of Condorcet’s (1785) Jury Theorem, 

demonstrate how changes to information networks may make voter error more likely even though individual 

competence has largely remained unchanged.   
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Introduction 

 
Recent political developments in the Western world have prompted renewed focus  on questions of voter 

competence. To some observers at least, significant numbers of voters seem to vote for candidates (and with them 

policies) that go against their own self-interest, prompting a revival of this longstanding issue in political science 

(Sears et al., 1980; Weatherford, 1980) within the contemporary popular press (see e.g., Zeitz, 2017; Brooks, 

2017).  With respect to voter competence, a case has been made that powerful long-term developments in the US, 

in particular, have led to a rejection of the very notion of expertise (Nichols, 2017). At the same time, however, 

political scientists are quick to point out that there is evidence to suggest that voters have never seemed 

particularly well-informed (for the debate about voter ignorance see e.g., Downs, 1957; Nannestad & Paldam, 

1999; Sanders, 2000; Silva & da Silva Costa, 2006). Of course, voters may have interests and motivations, and 

hence reasons, that differ from those observers impute. In particular they may have reasons other than economic 

self-interest or other overtly self-related motivations (Cramer, 206; Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner, Oaks, Haslam 

& McGarty, 1994; Efferson, Lalive, & Fehr, 2008).  

However, as will be explored in this paper, it is entirely possible that voters have always been comparatively 

poorly informed, but that there are nevertheless changes in the links between those individual information levels 



and aggregate outcomes. Specifically, the outcome of a group vote such as an election has properties that are 

distinct from those of the individual votes. And those properties are not just determined by the intrinsic 

characteristics of the individual votes but also the relationships between voters. If those change, so may the 

‘quality’ of the voting outcome.  

The present paper explores this through agent-based modelling set in the contexts of formal results on voting 

within the framework of Condorcet’s (1785) jury theorem. It is demonstrated how changes to inter-agent 

communication (prompted, for example, by the advent of social media) may (negatively) effect the accuracy of 

collective judgement. 

Background: Vote Aggregation 

Much of the research on votes and the aggregation of votes has been focussed on preferences: in choosing 

between political candidates and party platforms, voters are expressing valuations. It is well-known since Arrow 

(1957) that the aggregation of preferences may lead to outcomes viewed as undesirable by most or even all of 

those expressing them.   

Preferences are not our focus here. Rather our concern is with the antecedent facts on which those preferences 

are based, particularly in a time that has been called ‘post-factual politics’: are “conservatives the party of 

economic competence”, is Hillary Clinton ”crooked”, a “wall street shill” or a “war hawk”, is Donald Trump a 

“successful businessman” or “suffers from  dementia”, and can “Brexit deliver an extra 350 million a week to 

Britain’s national health service”?  

These are not values, but propositions about the world; they are putative facts that may be true or false and our 

candidate preferences, in turn, depend on them. Where the perception of voters voting against their own self-

interest is voiced, the assumption is typically that these voters are mistaken about the relevant antecedent facts. 

Setting aside the empirical question of whether such mistakes have, in fact, played a causal role in recent 

electoral suprises, we explore here mechanisms by which such mistakes could plausibly occur with greater 

frequency, despite the fact that individual voters have not changed (or changed much) with respect to how well 

informed they are. 



The key to this lies in the fact that voting, like other forms of judgment aggregation,  may give rise to ‘wisdom 

of the crowd’ effects (see e.g., Surowiecki, 2004; Page, 2008). Whether it does or not, however, hinges crucially 

on the relationship between voters, and not just their individual competence. If this has fundamentally changed, 

then collective perceptions of putative ‘facts’ may become less accurate, even though voters themselves taken 

individually are no more poorly informed than before. The Condorcet jury framework provides a formal 

framework for understanding such effects.  

Condorcet’s (1785) Jury Theorem 

Condorcet’s (1785) jury theorem gives grounds for optimism concerning democracy by showing that majority 

voting may be a powerful tool for judgement aggregation. The theorem shows that given two mutually exclusive 

alternatives, such as the truth or falsity of a claim, a group verdict based on simple majority vote may outperform 

the individual judges in terms of accuracy and, as groups size increases, converge on the truth. Condorcet’s basic 

result assumes n voters whose choices are independent of one another, and a probability p that each voter will 

pick the correct alternative which is assumed to be the same for all voters. If that probability is greater than .5 

(assuming prior odds for the alternatives that are even), then the probability that the group choice, PN, will be 

correct, will not only be higher than p (i.e. the group verdict will be more accurate than the individual voters), but 

it will increase rapidly with group size N, and will approach infallibility in the limit.  

This power of majority voting obtains regardless of how much the voters know, as long as they know something 

(if their accuracy is at chance, i.e. p = .5, then the group verdict too will remain equal to tossing a coin; and, of 

course, if they are systematically biased against the right option, i.e., p < .5, then the reverse holds: PN will be 

even lower).   

Moreover, the rate of convergence to the asymptotic limit of “infallibility” is quite fast: for individual accuracy 

of p = .08, the probability that the majority vote of just 13 such voters is correct is greater than .99 (see Grofman, 

Owen & Field, 1983). 

However, in the real world, the independence assumption will, more often than not, be unrealistic. People’s 

judgments will be correlated because they share common information, because they communicate with each other, 

because they follow supposed ‘experts’, opinion leaders, or because they belong to certain schools of thought. In 



the limit, non-independence can mean that a group verdict is not really a group judgment at all, because it simply 

reflects a single opinion: Imagine, for example, a case where group members base their verdicts exclusively on 

the judgment of a single expert. In this case the groups’ judgment will be no more (or less) accurate than that sin-

gle expert.  

Even if individuals base their judgments only partly on that expert, however, it will decrease the group’s accu-

racy relative to what it would have been if votes were independent. To illustrate, assume, once again, equal levels 

of individual competence, p, for all group members (including the group’s opinion leader) should they cast their 

votes independently, but assume also that group members have a certain probability d, of deferring to an opinion 

leader by simply adopting that leader’s judgment. Then group competence will again collapse to that of the opin-

ion leader as soon as d is sufficiently large relative to p. To provide an example by Grofman et al. (1983), if d = 

0.2 and p = 0.6, then the expected value of PN is 0.6, regardless of group size N. In other words, the group majori-

ty is only exactly as competent as the leader, since the leader’s voting bloc will be likely to determine the outcome 

of the vote.  

Of course, in the more realistic case of unequal competence, benefits to overall accuracy may ensue if the opin-

ion leader is more accurate than some (or even all) of the other group members. However, there too the benefit in 

accuracy will be diminished by the costs of non-independence.  

Ladha (1992), provides a more general, and more realistic version of Condorcet’s theorem, that incorporates 

both differences in individual competence and non-independence of voters. Amazingly, whether or not the ampli-

ative effect of group judgement holds or not, is determined only by the average probability of correct responding, 

�̅� within the group, and by the average level of independence, �̅�. Specifically, Ladha shows that it is possible to 

calculate a threshold, T(n, �̅�), such that for a given group size n and mean competence, �̅�,  levels of average inter-

dependence below that threshold will  guarantee that the overall group accuracy (PN) will be higher than the aver-

age accuracy of the individual group members (�̅�): 

 

if  �̅� > .5, and  �̅� < 𝑇(𝑛, �̅�) then 𝑃𝑁 > �̅� 

 



where,  

 

            𝑇(𝑛, �̅�) =  �̅� −  𝑛
𝑛−1

 (�̅�− .25)(1−𝑝)���

�̅�
        (1) 

rij, here, is the probability that voters i and j will vote simultaneously for the correct alternative (rij = P(Vote_i = 

correct, ∧ Vote_j = correct), which will be equal to the product of the individual’s probability of responding 

correctly, pipj  if the votes are independent, greater than this if they are positively correlated, and smaller if they 

are negatively correlated.  

Beyond the threshold of Eq. (1), the group verdict PN will approach the correct answer with certainty as group 

size approaches infinity and mean dependence �̅� approaches �̅�2. In other words, despite some degree of non-

independence, group ‘infallibility’, is still possible, as long as the inter-dependence is not too high.  

As a consequence, individuals may contribute to overall group accuracy both by raising mean accuracy and by 

lowering mean dependence. Furthermore, because it is precisely the mean of individual competence and the mean 

inter-voter independence that matter, and not a minimal level of competence or independence that must be met by 

each group member, individuals may improve group accuracy even if their competence is considerably below the 

mean competence in the group as long as they sufficiently lower the mean dependence.   

Conversely, adding further expertise to the group will only be beneficial if it does not also increase too much 

the average interdependence. Additional information that improves accuracy will be most effective where it is not 

shared information between group members. If its effects are too homogenizing it may actually decrease accura-

cy. Adding in the influence of an expert’s opinion may thus be detrimental even if that expert is far more compe-

tent than the other group members if the expert’s influence is too strong.  

These formal results have direct implications for communicating groups: communication may increase individ-

ual accuracy, but it will also decrease diversity. So, whether or not communication helps or hinders collective 

accuracy depends on which of these changes is greater. 

That these formal results have bearing on real groups can be seen from experimental studies manipulating com-

munication empirically and measuring increases or decreases in individual and collective accuracy (e.g. Joensson, 

Hahn & Olsson, 2015; for an example of increasing individual, but decreasing collective accuracy, see Lorentz et 



al. 2011). As a consequence, changing significantly the size and structure of our everyday communication net-

works, in particular through the rise of social media such as Facebook and Twitter, could have a profound effect 

on the collective ‘wisdom’ of our votes. Even though voters may have been no more well-informed in the past, an 

electorate basing its individual votes on largely private information about each voters’ local expertise (“this can-

didate knows something about small business”, “this candidate knows something about farming” etc.) may exhibit 

a far more accurate factual picture of candidates collectively than a contemporary society where shared infor-

mation on Twitter and Facebook gives rise to significant amounts of shared ‘information’ across voters. The pre-

sent paper seeks to demonstrate this through agent-based simulations of a simple Condorcet-like voting paradigm. 

Models & Simulations 

Our modelling framework is based on the work of Olsson (2011, 2013) and involves naïve Bayesian agents that 

receive both information from the world and communicate with one another according to the structure of their 

communication network. At issue is the truth or falsity of a single proposition. At each time point, there is a prob-

ability of an agent receiving information from the world that states that this proposition is true (or false) with a 

given accuracy, p.  In other words, as in the Condorcet theorems outlined above, p, indicates the probability that 

this piece of information correctly indicates the truth. At each time step, there is also a chance that agents will 

communicate with other agents with whom they have connections (with connections bi-directional in these simu-

lations). Agents communicate the putative truth (or falsity) of the proposition in question based on their own de-

gree of belief: if that degree of belief exceeds a certain threshold they communicate that it is true, otherwise they 

stay silent (in our first simulations in Figure 1 to 3 that threshold is a subjective degree of belief p(claim) = .8, and 

symmetrically,  p(not claim)= 1-.8 = .2, where agents believe a claim to be false). Finally, the agents are naïve 

Bayesian agents only (and not optimal Bayesians) because, as in the real world, they do not have knowledge of 

the full network topology (and hence information paths), nor do they have full knowledge of the accuracy of their 

sources.  

The agents in our model try to estimate the reliability of their sources on the basis of the extent to which the evi-

dence they receive (from either world or others) matches their present beliefs. This strategy, which has been 

called ‘expectation-based updating’ (Collins et al, 2018) intuitively runs as follows: On receipt of evidence, they 



revise not just their belief in the hypothesis, but also in the reliability of the respective source based on the match 

between evidence and current belief (for formal details see Olsson, 2011). In effect, the simple logic of this kind 

of strategy runs like this: if you say to me something that I think is unlikely to be true, I will nevertheless increase 

my belief in what it is you are asserting, but I will also decrease my belief in your reliability. On hearing from 

someone that the Earth is flat, this strategy will make one think that this is a bit more likely to be true, but it will 

also make one think that person is less reliable than previously thought. This strategy not only seems intuitive, 

there is also experimental evidence for its use in even very simple contexts of testimony (Collins et al. 2018) and 

philosophers have considered it to be a rational, normative solution to the problem of determining the accuracy 

(reliability) of unknown sources (Olsson, 2011, 2013; Bovens & Hartmann, 2003). For robustness, and to isolate 

the impact of this strategy, we contrast these agents (who we refer to “update agents” in the remainder), with even 

simpler agents, who simply trust others in the sense that they assign a fixed degree of (moderate) accuracy to all 

sources (p = .66, “fixed trust agents”). For detailed examination of the utility, characteristics and problems of both 

of these strategies vis a vis a single source, see Hahn, Merdes & von Sydow (2018). 

The agents in our simulation communicate within a small world network (see Watts & Strogatz, 1998) – a net-

work structure found in many real-world social and biological networks that is characterized by short paths de-

spite comparatively low link density. Crucially, to isolate the effects of communication within a social network, 

our simulations include, for each society of communicating agents, an equal-sized group of “shadow agents”. 

Each of these shadow agents tracks one of the agents within the network of communicators by receiving all of the 

same information from the world as that agent, but without participating in any of the communication.  

In the simulations reported here, each society is run for 50 times varying across simulations some of the key pa-

rameters in the model to explore the impact of communication. In keeping with the relationship between number 

of voters and accuracy of the majority vote set out in the Condorcet framework, we varied the network size in 21 

steps from N = 4 to N = 100. Second, we also examined three levels of individual accuracy of the voters, by set-

ting the probability that the information they receive from the world is correct to either p = .55, p = .66, or p = .75. 

                                                           
1 The model formalizes the perceived accuracy of a source (trust) using a Beta distribution. We use a trust prior with Mean(θ) = .66, 

formalizing a plausible default assumption of moderate accuracy with confidence Beta(2,1). For the fixed-trust agent perceived accuracy is 
fixed to .66. We assumed no initial preference for H or Non-H, i.e. P(H) = .5, but in order to be able to detect potential effects of asymme-
tries of H and non-H, we set H to actually be true for 60% and false for 40% of the runs.  



Results 

Each data point in our results reflects the average across 100 runs of a society with the given parameter values.1 

Our results compile the following descriptive statistics: at the end of each run over the 50 time steps, individuals 

in a society assess their degree of belief in the proposition and cast a ‘vote’ on its truth or falsity: if their degree of 

belief is > .5 they vote “true”, if it is < .5 they vote “false” and if it is .5 exactly, their vote is split. To compute 

individual accuracy, p (which will deviate from the quality of the information received from the world, both be-

cause individuals may receive more than one piece of such evidence, and because networked agents also receive 

communication), we calculate the proportion of correct votes for that individual across simulation runs. At the 

same time, the individual votes are counted to establish the majority vote for the society as a whole. To determine 

group accuracy, we calculate the proportion of correct majority vote outcomes across the 100 simulation runs for 

a given set of parameters.  

Figure 1 shows the key results assuming that everyone participates in voting. Dashed lines represent the indi-

vidual accuracy and solid lines the accuracy of the group verdict.  

The three different colours in each plot represent the different levels of quality for evidence received from the 

world, and the panels show results for the network of communicating agents (left panel) and their non-

communicating shadow agents (right panel). As can be seen from the fact that the solid lines lie above those of 

 
Figure 1:  Displayed is the percentage of votes correct across 100 simulation runs. Dashed lines 
represent individual accuracy, solid lines represent collective accuracy (accuracy of the majority 
vote). The left panel shows the network results, the right panel the results for otherwise matched, 
but non-communicating agents. The different colours identify levels of accuracy for information 
coming from the world. Parameters “act” and “com” are explained in subsequent text below. 



their respective dashed counterparts in all cases, the collective vote shows a clear benefit of aggregation in line 

with the Ladha (1992) results. However, the size of that accuracy boost for the collective is considerably reduced 

among the networked, communicating agents. Although the percentage of individually correct votes is slightly 

higher for the communicating agents, paradoxically the results for the average collective level are clearly lower. 

This deficit of the communicating agents is seen both in the slower rise in the accuracy of the collective vote as a 

function of group size, and in the levels of accuracy reached: where evidence quality was lowest (p = .55), accu-

racy was almost 20 percentage points lower even for the largest group.  This decreased collective performance 

holds even though individual accuracy rises with communication, because diversity (and the information that 

diversity contains) is lost.  

If communication reduces independence, then one should expect greater accuracy of collective voting where 

there is more evidence from the world, relative to evidence coming from communication. 

To explore this, we also varied the degree of activity from the world (“act”), that is the probability of  receiving 

data from the world in a given time step, relative to the probability of communication (“com”). Whereas the re-

sults shown in Figure 1 are based on values of act = .2 and com = .5, Figure 2 shows the corresponding results for 

probabilities act = .5 and com = .2. As expected, more evidence from the world leads not only to greater individu-

al accuracy, but the greater relative proportion of ‘evidence’ coming from the world as opposed to communica-

tion, means that inter-dependencies are reduced, and a greater accuracy boost through voting is observed.  

 
Figure 2: Corresponding results (as before, dashed line = individuals, solid line = collective) 
having swapped the probabilities of receiving information from world and via communication in 
the simulations of Fig. 1.  



 

These findings are mirrored in the results for “fixed trust” agents in Figure 3. There is virtually no difference 

between the “update” agents and the “fixed trust” agents. That fixed trust agents are no less accurate than the 

agents who try to estimate reliability seems counter-intuitive and surprising, but the present findings with net-

works of communicating agents match those for single agents in Hahn et al. (2018).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Figure 3: For the fixed-trust agent the top row shows the results for act = .2, com = .5 (cf. Fig. 
1), the bottom row shows act = .5, com = .2 (cf. Fig 2). Dashed lines represent percentage 
correct for individual votes, solid lines for the majority vote.  

 



 

Voting Thresholds  

We also considered the implications of the fact that, in real world contexts, agents who are not sufficiently con-

vinced either way may simply abstain from the vote. To examine this, we let only those agents vote, whose degree 

of belief exceeded a specified certainty threshold (.9/.1, respectively). The results are shown in Figure 4. The dot-

ted lines represent the resulting turnout of the vote. As can be seen, the voting threshold has no impact on the 

communicating agents; their beliefs are already extreme enough that virtually all of them vote. It does, however, 

affect the non-communicating shadow agents and, here, differences between update and fixed-trust agents 

emerge: voting proportions are higher for updating agents at all evidence levels. What is common to both sets of 

shadow agents, however, is that there is almost no effect on collective accuracy, but a significant drop in mean 

 
Figure 4. The figure shows the collective (solid line) and individual accuracies 
(dashed line) in the simulated populations of Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 top row, when only 
those agents vote whose voting threshold exceeds .9/.1. The additional dotted lines 
show %  turnout of the vote. 



individual accuracy if less extreme agents fail to vote (cf. Figure 1 and 2). This suggests those agents hold useful 

information, even though the information of the remaining agents is sufficient to boost collective accuracy. Fur-

ther exploration of voting thresholds confirming these findings with other parameters, can be found in the online 

Supp. Mat.  

Those simulations vary both the voting threshold and the threshold of assertion for communicating agents (that 

is, the degree of belief they need to surpass before they are confident enough to assert a claim and to communicate 

their belief to others). The results tentatively suggest that, in the context of our model at least, it has a much larger 

impact whether ‘low confidence voters’ participate in communication, than whether or not they ultimately vote. 

The generality of that relationship seems an important topic for future research. 

Conclusions 

In recent years, the advent of social media has seen a fundamental transformation in how we receive and com-

municate information: for example, 67% of US citizens now receive news via Facebook (Shierer & Gottfried, 

2017), and the size and topology of people’s effective communication networks has changed (on the topology of 

Facebook, see Ugander et al. 2011). Needless to say, most of the complexity of voter relevant communication is 

not captured in our simulations. However, the power of the Condorcet framework lies precisely in its abstraction: 

it is only the resultant individual accuracies and the degree of dependence that ultimately matter for collective 

accuracy; the processes by which these have been arrived at are ultimately irrelevant. What matters, then, is 

whether changes to our information networks have affected voter inter-dependence, as demonstrated in our simu-

lations.  It seems almost certain that they will have had some effect: so, yes, voters could collectively now be 

more ignorant than before even if individual accuracy has largely remained unchanged. 
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Supplemental Materials (online) 
To Hahn, U., von Sydow, M., & Merdes, C. (2019). How Communication Can Make Voters Choose Less Well. Topics in 
Cognitive Science. 
 
 
The following figures summarize the results of additional simulations in order to provide the reader with some sense of the 
generality of the results presented in the main text. While they in no way constitute an exhaustive search of the parameter 
space of the model, they do show that the results reported are not limited to one narrow set of initial parameters.  
Specifically, we replicated the simulations reported in the main text with an even more extreme balance between evidence 
from the world and communication as these would be expected to draw out even more clearly the underlying points. 
To this end, we simulated populations where the probability of evidence from the world on a given time step was p(act) = .1 
and the probability of communication (once the agent’s threshold of assertion —TOA— was passed) was p(com) = .9, 
whereas the figures reported in the main text either used p(act) = .2 and p(com) = .5, or p(act) = .5 and p(com) = .2.  
 
We also varied the TOA: whereas the simulations in the main text were based on a TOA of .8, we examined the impact of 
both lower, TOA = .6, and higher, TOA = .9, values below. We combined this with three possible levels of the voting thres-
hold, TOV: no threshold = everybody votes; TOV = .9/.1, that is, only voters with beliefs more extreme than .9 and those 
more extreme than .1 voted (as in the simulations of the main text), and a more relaxed threshold of TOA = .6/.4. 
 
All other parameters were kept to the values reported in the main text (e.g., run length = 50 time steps), and, as in the main 
simulations, each data point represents an average of 100 runs. 
 
The results of these simulations are displayed in Figure Panels S1 to S3. These additional simulations confirm the key pat-
terns reported in the main text: Communication damages the “wisdom of crowds”, significantly reducing the accuracy gain of 
the collective vote (apparent in all three figures S1, S2, and S3). This holds for all twelve pairs of graphs comparing network 
and shadow agents presented in the three panels. Regardless of whether the average individual accuracy is higher for the 
communicating agents or for the shadow agents, collective accuracy is always higher for the shadow agents, as is the accura-
cy boost from averaging (wisdom of crowds effect). 
 
Once again, the introduction of voting thresholds (Figure S1 and S2) materially affects only the voting turnout of the non-
communicating agents (the shadow agents); in other words, the communicating agents already have sufficiently extreme 
beliefs to ensure voting. Across the board – and perhaps surprisingly – the voting threshold clearly lowers the average indi-
vidual accuracy for the shadow agents, but again has little impact on collective accuracy (compare the top four and the bot-
tom four panels in S1, and compare the top four and the bottom four panels in S2).  
 
The TOA, however, has a significant impact on accuracy for the communicating agents but not for the shadow agents, both 
individually and collectively: For the communicating agents, lowering the TOA (Fig. S2 relative to S1) not only lowers both 
individual and collective accuracies, but there is also no longer any increase in individual accuracy as a result of communica-
tion (contrast the top four panels in S1 with the top four of S2 for the case of everyone voting, and see S3 for the same com-
parisons with a TOV of .6). Importantly, for the collective vote, altering who votes has much less effect than altering who 
speaks in prior communication 
 
Finally, the main difference between the update and the fixed-trust strategy lies in the proportion of the respective popula-
tions whose belief exceeds a TOV of .9 (mainly in the shadow agent populations, see right-hand panels S1 and S2). No such 
difference is apparent when the TOV is dropped to .6, indicating that the updating agents form more extreme beliefs. This is 
in keeping with the fact that the update strategy has ampliative effects, whereby the belief-congruence of evidence modulates 
the reliability of the source (see Hahn et al., 2018).   



 
 

 
Figure S1. The results for communicating (network) and non-communicating (shadow) agents (with act = 10 and com = 90), 
contrasting the effects of no-voting threshold (top four panels) with those of a Threshold of Voting (TOV) of .9 (bottom four 
panels), for a high Threshold of Assertation (TOA = .9). Dashed line = individuals, solid line = collective, dotted line = turn-

out of the vote.  



 
 

 
 
Figure S2: The results for network (left panels) and shadow agents (right panels)  (with act = 10 and com = 90), contrasting 

the effects of no voting threshold (top four panels) with those of a TOV of .9 (bottom four panels), for a low TOA (.6). 



 
 

Figure S3: The results for network (left panels) and shadow agents (right panels)  (with act = 10 and com = 90), contrasting 
differences in the TOA (.6 vs. .9, top two left-hand panels vs. bottom two left-hand panels respectively) in the context of a 

low voting threshold, TOV (.6). There is a clear effect of TOA. When the TOV is as low as .6, it has virtually no effect. 
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